The Vedas are mankind's oldest scriptures considered by Hindus to be a direct revelation of God. One of the finest translations to the English Language is done by Professor Raimon Pannikar, who now lives in a small mountain village in Spain. Himalayan Academy has been commissioned to publish his 1000-page anthology of the Vedic Experience in a special edition in the West, while Motilal Banarsidas has produced the Indian edition. In July of 1995 Professor Pannikar gave permission for these Vedic verses to be published on the World Wide Web. Finally we have all the seven parts of Vedic Experience on line. In the future we will make it more user friendly with its footnotes.

Introduction

- The Preface and General Introduction

Part I - Dawn and Birth

- Chapter A - Prelude
- Chapter B - The Word
- Chapter C - The Elements
- Chapter D - The Lord
- Chapter E - Emerging Life

Part II - Germination and Growth

- Chapter A - The First Blessings of the Lord
Chapter B - Awakening and Coming of Age

Chapter C - The World of Man

Part III - Blossoming and Fullness

Chapter A - Radiance and Cosmic Refulgence

Chapter B - Sacrifice

Chapter C - Breaking the Boundaries

Part IV - Fall and Decay

Chapter A - Sorrow and Suffering

Chapter B - Sin and Mercy

Part V - Death and Dissolution

Chapter A - The Great Departure

Chapter B - The Other World

Part VI - New Life and Freedom

Chapter A - The Ascending Way

Chapter B - The Internal Way

Chapter C - The Encounter

Part VII - Twilight

Chapter A - At Sunrise

Chapter B - At Sunset

Last Mantra
Those who would like to acquire a copy of the Indian English edition may write to:

Motilal Banarsidass
Bungalow Road, Jawahar Nagar
Delhi, 110 007
INDIA

Those who wish to acknowledge or communicate with the translator can write to him at:

Raimon Panikkar
Can Felo,
E-08511 Tavertet
Catalunya, Barcelona
SPAIN